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Editor's Note 
Bringing "Pigs" back to life 
Reconnecting with the man behind the snorts 
"I think there's a story here." That's how Tom Stevick started the conversation, and he immediately had my attention. I figured his idea would be good, since he hears his fair share of great EMU stories, and I wasn't disappointed. Stevick, the vice president for advancement and executive director of the EMU Foundation, handed me a stack of pages from an old biology lab manual. The print quality was poor-they were photocopied, worn and hard to read-but I could see enough to be immediately drawn to the material. 1here was talk of snorting pigs and Olympic-inspired sperm. There was a campus map that included the location of a 
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sizeable Bigfoot "dropping" found near a frat house. I had no clue what I was looking at, but I definitely wanted to learn more. Bill Fennel's magic was at work again. The blurry yet captivating text I was looking at was "A Pig Watchers Guide to Biology," created by Fennel-a popular EMU biology professor from 1970-92-as a way to get students excited about his subject. I sat with the material nearly 40 years later and wished I could go back in time and take his Biology 105 class. His approach was genius and, as it turns out, very memorable. Alumni often share their memories of Fennel and the innovative classroom methods he used. In fact, that's how Stevick knew the story. Every time someone from the development staff meets with alumni from the 1970s and 1980s, the story of the Pig Watchers stirs back to life. We're proud to bring you the full story of how the Pig Watchers guide came to be-complete with illustrations by one of the original contributors, Tim Grajek (BA78). The story captures a magical time in Eastern's history. Enjoy. -DG 
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Eastern Michigan University is committed 
to excellence in teaching, the extension 
of knowledge through basic and applied 
research, and creative and artistic expression. 
Building on a proud tradition of national 
leadership in the preparation of teachers, we 
maximize educational opportunities and 
personal and professional growth for students 
from diverse backgrounds through an array 
of bachelor's, master's and doctoral 
programs. We provide a student-focused 
learning environment that positively affects 
the lives of students and the community. We 
extend our commitment beyond the campus 
boundaries to the wider community through 
service initiatives and partnerships of mutual 
interest addressing local, regional, national and 
international opportunities and challenges. 
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From the President 
Growth continues at EMU 
Enrollment increases, new hires highlight recent news 
w:e have had a wonderful spring and start to summer on campus. The trees are blooming, the grass is green­and our beautiful, historic campus has never looked better. At our May commencement ceremony, we graduated another 2,900 Eastern alumni. It was a remarkable event as it always is-filled with all of the pomp and circumstance of Eastern's great traditions. The number of graduates we are producing continues to grow-from 5,018 in 2008-09 to 5,500 in 2010-11. This year's ceremony had an added feature that was remark­able in its own right. A young soldier by the name of Sgt. Ben Simcox, who spent two years at Eastern before joining the military five years ago, surprised his graduating sister, Kath­leen Simcox, in front of thousands of people. Sgt. Simcox was stationed in Germany and only weeks away from being de­ployed to Afghanistan. He is a remarkable young man who has already served two tours of duty in Iraq. A wonderful video of their reunion can be found on the video page of the Eastern website (emich.edu). To say we have had an action-packed spring would be an understatement. New Provost Kim Schatzel hit the ground running at the beginning of the year and hasn't slowed since. Her academic leadership has been outstanding and since assuming respon­sibility for enrollment management functions, she has made a significant impact in reviewing and improving enrollment and admissions processes, as well as focusing on retention. We expect that as a result of these and other initiatives, the university will continue the steady enrollment growth we have experienced since 2008 in which undergraduate enrollment has increased from 17,213 to 18,569 and total enrollment from 21,926 to 23,341. Under her leadership, we are evaluating academic programs based on market demand, and adding and expanding programs where growth is occurring. A new Physicians Assistant program is starting and we are reviewing other programs for expansion. We have a new Dean for the College of Business, Michael Tidwell. Previousl
y, 
he was dean of the business school at 
office_of_the_president@emich.edu 
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania. He will replace David Mielke, who is retiring after eight years of distinguished lead­ership of the College of Business. We have a new Chief of Police and Executive Director of Public Safety, Bob Heighes. ChiefHeighes has served Eastern as a police officer for 28 years, including three stints as interim executive director. He leads a great Department of Public Safety team. "Invest. Inspire. The Campaign For Eastern Michigan," which concluded at the end of June, exceeded its $50 million target with $56 million in contributions (p. 14 ). We hosted a great event, "Digital Divas," which attracted 300 middle and high school girls to campus to learn more about cyber security and careers in the information assurance industry. Investment in key academic and student space continues to be a priority. Pray-Harrold has been completely renovated and now features glass-enclosed student gathering space on the main floor with a coffee/snack shop. The renovation of Mark Jefferson is in its final stages and will soon complete the new Science Complex with new lab space and enhanced classroom technology. Upgrades to residence halls and campus wireless also are underway. A new women's basketball coach, Tory Verdi, has joined Eastern with a great track record at highly successful programs at Kansas and Nebraska, and we are already planning for Homecoming. We hope you will come back and join us on October 6 as the football team takes on Kent State. A final note: We have transitioned the Alumni Relations office to the Division of Communications where it will enjoy the sharing of resources and ideas to welcome and engage our alumni. Alumni Relations will move to McKenny Hall. I thank you for your continuing support of Eastern. It re­mains a special place where wonderful things happen, and I encourage you to come back soon. I! 
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Wired in Real Time 
Connecting with the tech-savvy generation 
i<clicker, allows users to answer 
poll-style questions via "clicker" 
devices, text messages, Twitter, 
e-mail or links. Luttrell finds that 
students respond honestly and 
anonymously to questions, and 
also have a little fun. 
Eastern professors are also 
using iTunesU, a special channel 
of iTunes for university course 
content. History Lecturer Rick 
Rogers created a Comparative 
Study of Religion podcast in 
2010 that went viral in a mat­
ter of months and has been 
downloaded more than 200,000 
times. Professor of Technology 
Studies Konnie Kustron uses 
Skype for class discussions, 
does all her lectures online with 
voice-overs and shares content 
via Google Docs. Engineering 
Professor Gina Luttrell's "Fundamentals of Social Media" class interacts with Darryl Ohrt, one of the founders of Technology Professor Daniel 
Carrot Creative in Brooklyn, N.Y., via Skype. Fields has integrated a tool 
Social media has changed the way we live. Whether 
you're a gamer, an electronics 
enthusiast, part of the Millennial 
generation or a baby boomer, 
chances are you're using it, too. 
And Eastern Michigan is right 
on board. 
According to Kelly Frisch, 
graduate assistant at the Fac­
ulty Development Center, EMU 
faculty have access to many 
types of technology for use in 
the classroom. Some of these 
include clicker technology, the 
touch-sensitive Smart Board, 
podcasts and lecture capture. 
"The feedback has been really 
positive;' says Frisch. "People are 
showing interest:' 
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English Professor Steven 
Krause teaches Writing for the 
World Wide Web, an on line class 
focusing on computers, social 
media and writing. He com­
municates with students using 
video; social media sites such 
as Facebook and Twitter; and 
Google Hangout, a Skype-like 
program that allows members 
to see each other on the screen. 
Krause also requires students 
to learn the HTML and CSS pro­
grams and build their own web­
sites by the end of the semester. 
English Professor Gina Lut­
trell teaches a hybrid course, 
Fundamentals of Social Media, 
that involves classroom and 
online coursework. "Students 
explore emerging social media 
technologies and study their 
application in contemporary 
public relations practice," says 
Luttrell. "Students learn how to 
use and create content within 
the framework of the com­
munications industry:' She also 
invites "thought leaders of social 
media;' such as Darryl Ohrt, one 
of the founders of Carrot Cre­
ative, into the class discussions 
via Skype. 
Luttrell is one of many pro­
fessors at EMU to adopt a new 
teaching tool that can increase 
class attendance, stimulate 
interest and augment student 
participation. Poll Everywhere, 
similar to the more common 
called Elluminate Live into his 
curriculum as a means to share 
applications, allow students to 
poll instantly, and allow session 
recording, including student 
presentations. 
Students seem to like 
learning with the new tools. "I 
thought Poll Everywhere was re­
ally cool because, out of all the 
PR classes I'd taken up to that 
point, I'd never seen technology 
like this;' says Cherese Colston, a 
public relations major from Mt. 
Morris. "It really connected with 
our tech-savvy generation and 
got our attention by allowing 
us to use our cell phones to text 
answers to questions:' I! 
-Leah Shutes 
Unmasking Creativity 
Student organization encourages artistic expression 
F 
lyir g feathers and sparkling 
secuins were among some hit 
decorctions at an Amplifying the 
Arts (.AMP) event in December. 
Participation was open to all 
EMU students, many of whom 
were summoned by masked 
dancers and encouraged to 
create colorful masks and grab AMP's mission as a student 
a snack. organization is to connect EMU 
"We didn't know how well student artists with audiences, 
this kind of thing would be venues and opportunities, and 
received;' says Heather Mapstone, to empower them to take their 
AMP board member and event creative practices and move 
planner. "But the response was 
overwhelming. We actually ran 
out of masks and had to go out 
and get more. It was a lot of fun:' 
them into careers. For more 
information, check them out at 
Facebook/ AmpStudentOrg. Cl 
-Leah Shutes 
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Focus and 
Hard Work 
Pay Off 
Great season for the 
winningest men's 
swimming program in 
the MAC 
The East�rn Michi?an men's swimming and drvrng 
team rolled into last year's 
Mid-American Conference 
championships on a four-year 
winning streak. EMU had won 
1 O of the last 11 MAC titles, so 
you could hardly blame the 
Eagles if they felt a little, well -
entitled. 
EMU swimmers have 
won more conference 
championships than any other 
team, in any sport, at any Mid­
American Conference school. 
But Eastern would finish second 
in that 2011 MAC meet, a 
powerful reminder that the 
University's swimming tradition 
was built on substance, not 
swagger. 
"The conference has gotten 
so much better;' says co-captain 
Troy Esentan, now a senior. 
"Everyone had that arrogance 
last year that we couldn't get 
beat. Once we did get beat, the 
atmosphere definitely changed 
a lot. The alums gave us a really 
hard time." 
The team approached the 
2011-12 season with a focus 
that head coach Peter Linn 
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called "laser-like," and reclaimed 
the conference title - EMU's 
30th in men's swimming - in 
what turned out to be the 
fastest MAC Championship 
meet ever. 
"Obviously there's an 
expectation of success over 
time here, but there's also 
an understanding of the 
impermanence of things;' says 
Linn, who's just the third coach 
in the program's 47-year history. 
"All glory is fleeting. The best 
you can do is try to duplicate 
the processes that made you 
Coach Peter Linn 
successful and the willingness 
to do whatever it takes as a 
competitor to get better:' 
Miami (Ohio) graduate 
Bill Lewis started Eastern's 
swimming program in 1964, at 
a time when EMU competed 
in the Presidents' Athletic 
Conference against the likes of 
Albion and Wayne State. Lewis 
coached the new program 
to a PAC championship and 
then a National Association for 
Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) 
national championship before 
returning to his alma mater to 
join the staff there. 
In Lewis's third year at EMU, 
he got a new graduate assistant: 
a baseball player named Mike 
Jones. Jones didn't know much 
about swimming, but he took 
over as head coach when Lewis 
left and turned what he didn't 
know into one of the program's 
greatest assets. He stayed 20 
years, coached his teams to four 
national championships (NAIA 
and NCAA College Division), 
won 1 O MAC titles and never 
stopped learning. 
"He was always researching, 
always looking, going to clinics, 
experimenting;' says former 
team captain Dennis Betts, an 
NAIA All-American and national 
champion who came out of the 
swim program at little Ypsilanti 
Roosevelt High School, the 
teaching school on Eastern's 
campus. 
Jones had Betts stand on 
the pool edge to strengthen 
his hamstrings and thereby 
strengthen his whip-kick. 
At one point, he considered 
outfitting the toes of Betts's 
shoes with wedges so that 
walking around would provide 
the same workout. 
Photographs by Walt Middleton 
The men's swimming team has won a MAC-record 30 championships, including 22 under current head 
coach Peter Linn. 
"He was always apologizing, 
saying, 'Boy, if I knew more 
about swimming . . .  "' Betts said. 
"I'd laugh and say, 'Mike, we 
just won four NAIA national 
championships. You must be 
doing something right:" 
Between 1965 and 1972, the 
school's athletic teams jumped 
from the PAC to the NAIA to the 
NCAA College Division (NCAA 
Divisions II and Ill today) to the 
NCAA University Division (now 
NCAA Division I) and the Mid­
American Conference. EMU 
won its first MAC swimming 
championship in 1978. Since 
then, there have been just 
five years - scattered across 
three and a half decades -
when Eastern's swimmers 
haven't won the conference 
championship. 
"Jones's knowledge came 
from that culture of learning 
how to be better at something 
you're not good at, and I think 
that carried over into everything 
he did," says Linn, who swam 
at EMU from 1969 to 1974. "At 
every level the challenge was 
greater, and I think that fed into 
the idea of learning something 
new, being better all the time, 
because next year you're going 
to have to be better than you 
were this year:· 
Linn picked up where his 
mentor left off. After 24 years, 
one of the constants he's 
noticed is the program's ability 
to attract swimmers who really 
want to contribute to a winning 
program rather than those who 
just want to be part of one. It's 
a subtle difference that couldn't 
be more important. 
This year's championship, 
he says, was one of the best, 
not only because the meet was 
especially fast, but also because 
of the team's intense, single­
minded focus throughout the 
season. Despite a tough dual 
meet schedule, everything 
the team did was geared 
toward swimming fast at the 
conference meet - an approach 
that can make the winter long, 
frustrating and brutal on the 
ego. Esentan and co-captain 
Jake Heyblom had to reassure 
some of the freshmen that this 
was all part of the plan. 
"Coach really hammers us 
all season;· Esentan says. "He 
really beat us up, and we were 
really tired all year at all the dual 
meets. But it's about having 
faith in rest. Coach Linn has 
been doing this a long time. 
He knows how to rest top-level 
athletes:' 
Sure enough, at the MAC 
championships EMU's swimmers 
were so much faster than 
expected that one opposing 
coach suggested to Linn that he 
must have"picked up some real 
good kids in January:· 
"They were the same kids, 
but they improved significantly 
over the course of the year;' Linn 
says. "They weren't interested 
in going fast the first week of 
February or the third week of 
November. They were interested 
in going fast the first week of 
March:' I! 
-Amy Whitesall 
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Around Campus 
Posters on the H i l l  
Bridging the gap between lawmakers 
and undergrads 
I an Pendleton (BS 1 2) com­bined his passion for chem­
istry with top-notch research 
opportunities at EMU to earn 
a spot on one of the nation's 
most prestigious undergradu­
ate research forums this spring. 
Pendleton, who received a 
bachelor of science degree in 
professional biochemistry in 
April, was one of 74 students 
chosen by the Council on Un­
dergraduate Research (CUR) 
to present his research on im­
proved methods for producing 
drugs at the 2012 "Posters on 
the Hill;' held in Washington, 
D.C., April 24. 
The annual event, which 
drew 850 applicants nation­
wide, is designed to help 
lawmakers understand the 
importance of undergraduate 
research programs. Pendleton 
spoke before members of Con­
gress, their staffs and funding 
agencies in the Rayburn Office 
Building near the Capitol. This 
was his second trip to Wash­
ington for a CUR-sponsored 
event. 
"The selection process for 
Posters on the Hill is extremely 
competitive; we're very proud 
of Ian's accomplishment;' said 
Wendy Kivi, event coordinator 
for EMU's Undergraduate Sym­
posium. "His selection shows 
that our students' scholarly 
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work competes with the best in 
the country:' 
Pendleton says it was an  
honor to be chosen, but  also 
a bit nerve-racking. "I was 
worried I wouldn't be able to 
explain the technicalities of my 
research to an everyday audi­
ence;' the 21-year-old Ypsilanti 
native says." I needed to sim­
plify my findings enough to be 
clear, but no so much that the 
research lost its impact. Striking 
that balance was challenging," 
added Pendleton, the first in his 
immediate family to earn a col­
lege degree. 
Explaining the nature of 
Pendleton's research in ev­
eryday English is indeed chal­
lenging. A simplistic analogy 
would be a sous chef who does 
not bake a cake, but instead 
condenses the ingredient list 
in several time-saving and 
energy-efficient ways for a less 
experienced baker. But in this 
case, the "cake" has the poten­
tial to heal those who ingest it. 
For the scientifically in­
clined, Pendleton's research 
helped identify a unique re­
action that allows molecular 
bonds to be formed in a single 
test tube as opposed to mul­
tiple tubes or containers. Ulti­
mately, this single-tube method 
saves energy and thus is more 
environmentally friendly than 
alternative methods of achiev­
ing the same goal, he says. 
"Ian's new version of a chemi­
cal reaction produces much less 
waste than methods used in the 
past;' says his mentor, Professor 
Harriet Lindsay, who worked 
with Pendleton for nearly four 
years thanks to a Symposium 
Undergraduate Research Fellow 
(SURF) sponsorship from the 
DTE Energy Foundation, a chari­
table arm of DTE Energy. 
"Furthermore, it accelerates 
the reaction by using micro­
wave heating, which is much 
Photograph by Michael Andalora 
30 
Ian Pendleton 
more efficient than convection- oration with Professor Lindsay his research this spring when research project before moving 
type heating; thus less energy reflects the kind of success that he successfully transformed a on to graduate school," he said. 
is required to generate more EMU's undergraduate research liquid compound into a solid "The last four years seem like 
product;' Lindsay says, adding program fosters. so the exact locations of the a blur of lab work and furious 
this new and improved reaction As honored as Pendleton atoms could be analyzed. studying, but I wouldn't change 
could potentially be used in was to be chosen for the Poster "Even through al l  the stress it for the world. I loved every 
various drugs. event, his deepest sense of ful- of graduation, I found great joy minute:' I! 
Kivi says Pendleton's collab- fillment came from concluding in knowing that I completed a -Linda Hass 
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A Conversation with Frank Fede l 
by Jeff Samoray 
With more than 200 inventions under his be/� Frank Fedel (BS86, MSOS) is Eastern's Thomas Edison. In addition to completing doctoral work at EMU in technology and education, he is also research director for the University's orthotics and prosthetics program, one of a handful of such graduate-level programs in the country. Fedel's specialty: using science to help people from world-class athletes to amputees enhance their physical performance. 
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Eastern: How did you become interested in researching orthotics and prosthetics? 
Fedel: I got my bachelor's degree in exercise science at Eastern, which fueled my interest in studying human movement and biomechanics. I worked with [former EMU Professor of orthotics and prosthetics] Doug Briggs on many research projects involving performance enhancement. Together, we developed a number of inventions intended for professional athletes. In 2003, I began shifting my focus toward helping people with functional deficits due to physical impairment or the loss of a body part. I previously worked with cardiac 
Photograph by Randal Mascharka 
I t 
patients as an exercise physiologist, so working in health care was not a new experience for me. 
Eastern: What sort of inventions did you and Professor Briggs create for athletes? 
Fedel: We developed full-foot electronic starting blocks that are now used at Olympic track meets. We worked with Canadian sprinter Donovan Bailey, who won a gold medal during the 1996 Olympic Games. We also invented an on­bicycle power monitor to help enhance performance and worked with professional cyclist Michael Secrest. Those are just a couple of examples. 
Eastern: Are there any parallels between working with elite athletes and people with physical limitations? 
Fedel: It doesn' t matter who you're working with-the same principles apply. You identify the problem, figure out what the deficits are and how to correct them, apply your solution and measure your results. 
Eastern: Does Eastern's orthotics and prosthetics program work with patients who use prosthetic devices? 
Fedel: Yes. Practicing clinicians teach our clinical courses and oversee patient care. Our program is the only one in the country with instructors who are actively involved in the O&P industry. We test patients in our new gait laboratory. When we make an adjustment to a prosthesis, we get real-time feedback from the patient and make adjustments to improve their physical performance. That feedback also becomes a learning tool. We don't follow a simple textbook approach to education- we take what we learn in the lab and talk about it in class the following day. 
Eastern: Advancements in orthotic and prosthetic devices are having a major impact on soldiers who have been wounded in combat. Does Eastern's program work with the military ? 
Fedel: Not directly, but I co-invented a device that the military is using. It's called iPecs'" and it monitors the maximum load a human can place on a prosthetic device. iPecs won a "Create the Future" design competition sponsored by NASA. It's been licensed and is being sold worldwide. I'm really looking forward to testing the device on patients. Not because I'm a licensee, but because I want the best possible prosthetic devices to be available to the people who need them. 
Eastern: How will data captured by the iPecs device help 
prosthetics manufacturers? 
Fedel: Say you're developing a prosthetic foot. You need to design a product that's able to withstand real-world forces. We can measure those forces in gait lab trials, but the lab is a controlled, artificial setting. Since the iPecs is a portable device, we can obtain that critical data from users in the field. The data will help identify the structural components of the prosthetic foot that are most likely to fail. The manufacturer can use that information to design better products that will accommodate the actual stresses exerted. 
Eastern: W hat's your latest invention? 
Fedel: I co-invented a portable force plate that's less than a square inch. It's very flexible and can be placed inside a prosthetic socket. It gives us an objective way of monitoring an applied load. I've also been involved in developing Lecture Capture, which allows EMU faculty to synchronize video, voice, slides, screen shots and the like for playback on a computer or portable device. Students can view a lecture at their own pace, take notes and bring questions to the class. It's a revolutionary way of learning that has its roots in the Socratic method of teaching. 
Eastern: Are any of your O&P program students also inventors? 
Fedel: We actively encourage our students to be innovative. I want them to think about how something can be done better. One of my current students has a very good idea for an invention. I asked him not to stop at the idea, but to pursue it further. It doesn't do any good to keep it tucked away in your head. I'm going to help connect him with a student in the College of Technology so they can work on the idea together, then hopefully release it and help people. 
Eastern: Your office must be filled with all sorts of electronic equipment and prototypes. 
Fedel: I've always been surrounded by all kinds of computers and gadgets. I built some interfaces to some of the first consumer computers, like the Atari 400 and Commodore Vic-20, to measure things like pressure under your feet as you walked. I must say that when it comes to inventions, I'm just a small part of the puzzle. I work closely with materials scientists, software designers and others to help take my ideas to the next level. My prototypes wouldn't go anywhere without their help. I! 
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Invest. Inspire. Caffifjaign 
Unites University 
Fundraiser exceeded goal one year ahead of schedule 
M ost university fundraisers have winners and losers. A theatre's gain is a gymnasium's loss. More money for science equipment means less money for student scholarships. But Eastern Michigan University 's campaign, launched publicly in 2010 and concluded in June 2012, is not like most. This comprehensive undertaking raised $56 million that benefitted all things Eastern. "Everybody won in this campaign, from academics to athletics," says Tom Stevick, vice president for advancement and the executive director of the EMU Foundation. The ground-breaking initiative raised money that funded scholarships, established an art center, endowed programs and faculty positions, and paved the way to an ongoing culture of philanthropy-just to name a few highlights. "The can1paign united the campus because the end result was not focused on one program or building; everyone had a stake in it. It was the complete package," Stevick adds. Officially called "Invest. Inspire. The Campaign for Eastern Michigan University;' the ambitious undertaking could well have been called a "Campaign of Firsts;' given the milestones it inspired. It was EMU's largest-ever all­encompassing fundraiser, it ended 10 months ahead of schedule, and it prompted two gifts that broke records. The $3.2 million gift from William and Delores Brehm was the single largest donation in the University's history, and the over $2.2 million gift from the American Electric Power Foundation was the largest corporate gift ever received by the University, Stevick says. "These gifts raised the bar and set a new standard of giving that we hope to build on in the future," he added. 
President Susan Martin, Eastern, says she was "thrilled" with the can1paign's success, including the fact that it exceeded its goal. "We thank our family of EMU alumni, employees and friends who support Eastern;' she says. 
Stubborn Misperception Just because the endeavor exceeded its goal does not mean it was easy. Organizers kept running into the perception that public universities like EMU get all the funding they need from the state government. "You expect that private colleges need private funding," Stevick says, "but public universities do, too, in order to continue providing students with a high-quality education:' Statistics substantiate his claim: State and local support for higher education dropped $2.8 billion nationally last year, according to the State Higher Education Executive Officers. At EMU, the share of the University 's revenues that comes from the State of Michigan dropped from 54 percent of the University 's general fund revenues in 200 1 to a mere 27 percent in 2011, according to Tim Griffith, manager of financial reporting and accounting. "Many people remember the days when the state funded universities at a high level. Unfortunately, those days are gone," Stevick says. This dollar drain comes at a time when financial help is vital. About 75 percent of Eastern's students work part-time or take time off from school to meet financial obligations. To help keep higher education affordable, EMU raised tuition only 3.8 percent in 2009-2010-the lowest in the state. And it was the only Michigan university to freeze tuition, room and board fees for the 2010-1 1 year. 
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"The campaign united the campus because the end result was 
not focused on one program or building; everyone had a stake 
in it. It was the complete package." 
-Tom Stevick, Vice President for Advancement and the Executive Director of the EMU Foundation 
The Campaign in a nutshell 
Over $6 mill ion above expectations. One year ahead of 
schedule. Paving the way to a culture of philanthropy. 
By any standard, Eastern's Invest. Inspire. Campaign was 
a success. Below are some stats on this groundbreaking 
and future-shaping initiative: 
• Purpose: To fund initiatives including scholarships, faculty 
positions, program support, and athletics; and to continue 
to provide quality education at affordable prices. 
• Time span: Launched quietly in 2006, publicly in 2010. 
Originally scheduled end: April 201 3; actual end: June 201 2. 
• Financial Goal: $50 million 
• Amount Raised: $56 million 
• Source of contributions: Private donations and various 
fundraising activities 
• Campaign Chairman: Rodney Slater (8577), partner 
with the Washington, D.C., law firm Patton Boggs 
LLP; Secretary ofTransportation during the Clinton 
Administration. 
• Co-Chairs: Dale Heydlauff (BS78), senior vice president, 
corporate communications at American Electric Power in 
Columbus, Ohio, Jaclynn Tracy (8574, MA77, SPA79), EMU 
professor of leadership and counseling. 
"Our families need to live and thrive in Michigan, and 
higher education and college degrees are a path to prosperity," 
Martin wrote in her April 2010 letter to the Board of Regents. 
She added that economic conditions faced by Michigan 
students were "the worst" she had seen in her lifetime in 
Michigan. 
To help keep higher education affordable, EMU's tuition 
continues to be among the lowest in the state, Griffith says. 
In addition, the University has increased its commitment to 
financial aid by a whopping $9 million, or 42 percent, over the 
last three years. 
Culture of Philanthropy 
While the campaign helped ease the financial burden for 
many students and strengthened the University in general, it 
will also serve as a springboard to a robust future. 
Photograph by Randal Mascharka 
'"Invest. Inspire. 1he Campaign for Eastern Michigan 
University' laid the groundwork for a culture of philanthropy 
that has the potential to be self-sustaining. The full effects 
stretch into the future," says Stevick. 
"The campaign gave organizers a platform to explain the 
University's needs and to explain the direction we're headed in. 
We plan to build on that momentum for ongoing initiatives so 
Eastern can continue to thrive," he added. 
Alumna and donor Carolyn Way-Manchester (BSOl) 
supports that direction. "I want to see Eastern continue to 
advance so that future generations can be as proud of their 
degrees as I am," she says. !!I 
Factoid: Defining Donations 
Below are a few of the major donations that helped to 
define the campaign's success: 
• William and Delores Brehm donated $3.2 million to 
EMU's College of Education to establish the Delores 
Soderquist Brehm Center for Special Education 
Scholarship and Research and to fully endow 
programs that the couple had been supporting for 
several years. 
• The trust of renowned sculptor and potter Jean Noble 
Parsons donated $2.2 million to establish the Jean 
Noble Parsons Center for the Study of Art and Science 
near Traverse City. 
• The American Electric Power Foundation donated 
$2.3 million to fund an endowed chair in the College of 
Education, provide science equipment and much more. 
• Alumnus and Regent Emeritus Timothy Dyer made a 
$ 1 .5 million planned gift to the University to establish 
the Dr. Timothy J. Dyer Distinguished Interdisciplinary 
Chair in Forensics/Debate and Human Rights. 
• Dan Mcclory, an alumnus and former track and cross 
country standout, provided the largest gift in  the history 
of Eastern athletics, a $1 million pledge of $200,000 a 
year for five years to benefit the men's and women's 
track and field and cross country teams. 
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Portrait o a Pig 
Biology professor's teachings and textbook resonate decades after his retirement 
18 Eastern I SUMMER 2012 
f you took Introduction to Biology between 1970 and 1992 
at Eastern, chances are you remember Professor Emeritus of 
biology Bill Fennel. His dynamic lectures-which featured 
multimedia presentations, performance art and other creative 
outbursts-kept Pray-Harrold lecture halls filled to the rafters 
and became part of campus lore. 
And if you kept any of your textbooks, you might have a copy of Fennel's lab 
manual, ''A Pig Watcher's Guide to Biology:' Written as an irreverent response 
to the stuffy college primer, "Pig Watcher's" didn't just include lessons on 
organisms and ecosystems. It also featured puzzles, word scrambles and student­
drawn cartoons. 
Nearly two decades after Fennel's retirement, the manual remains popular 
with former students. So many alums have asked Fennel for copies, he has only 
one left. 
"I can't tell you how many times I run into people on the street or at a 
restaurant who tell me how much they enjoyed the class and the 'Pig Watcher's 
Guide;'' says Fennel, 89. He estimates that he taught more than 20,000 EMU 
students before retiring in 1993. "I taught other courses, but the introductory 
biology class was my true love:' 
As many who experienced Fennel's classes will tell you, his engaging intellect, 
caring personality and hip textbook created an unforgettable educational 
experience. 
Illustrations by Tim Grajek 
by Jeff Samoray 
Adding a 'kick' to the classroom From an early age, Fennel understood the importance of creating a successful classroom dynamic. He took an interest in art after graduating from high school in his native Missouri. But after attending a sketching class at a Kansas City art school, he knew his talents lay elsewhere. "I can1e home distraught and wound up going to a local junior college;' he says. "I took a botany course, but didn't particularly care for it because the teacher wasn't turned on about botany. In my second semeste1; L11ngs I took zoology from a teacher who was more enthusiastic:' Fennel completed his undergraduate degree in zoology at the University of Missouri in 1946. He became a zoology teaching assistant at Missouri that fall. 
Liver 
"That position was a revelation for me;' Fennel says. "From that point on, I knew I wanted to teach. I loved interacting with students:' After earning a master's degree at Missouri, Fennel completed his doctorate in zoology at the University of Michigan in 1958. He taught at Flint Community College, Pace University and Brooklyn College before coming to Eastern for the Fall 1970 semester. "I came to Eastern primarily to teach Intro to Biology [Biology l OS];' he says. "My biggest reward can1e from students who initially said they hated biology, but later decided they loved it and wanted to major in it. Teaching is an opportunity to change someone's life. And at Eastern, I had free rein to do it however I wanted:' Fennel's first challenge was finding a way to get 350 freshmen excited about biology. The class had two components: weekly lectures and a lab section. "I wanted students to learn and be enthused;' Fennel says. "For non-biology majors, I knew the existing lecture hall and lab format wouldn't cut it. It needed an extra kick:' On the first day of class each semester, students learned they were in for something different. The lecture hall lights were dimmed, music played over loudspeakers and incense burned. Illustrations with an underground com.ix theme were projected on the walls. Each student received a marshmallow, a peanut and simple instructions: "eat the marshmallow, hold the peanut:' In the midst of this sensory experience, a smoke explosion went off at the lectern. As the smoke cleared, Fennel appeared and delivered his lecture. "That introductory multimedia presentation set the tone for the class," Fennel says. "I tried to portray the aesthetics of biology through the five senses. It also taught 
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my students to expect the unexpected." "Bill Fennel is the first person I know of to bring multimedia presentations to the classroom;' says Dennis Jackson, EMU professor emeritus of biology and Fe1mel's colleague for 22 years. ''After a while, word got out about his class. Students who weren't even taking biology would come to see it. People were sitting and standing in the aisles. It was amazing:· On one occasion, Fennel found a Larynx way to liven up a lecture about human Heart Stomach 
Spleen 
bitestine 
musculature. "I somehow knew that one of my students was a belly dancer," Fe1mel says. "I asked her if she'd mind performing during the next class. On cue, she came in the back door dancing to music and wearing the seven veils. None of the students knew this would happen, of course. She came to the front of the lecture hall and danced up the stairs and out the back. After she left, I said, 'That's everything you need to know about muscles: It's probably not considered good pedagogy today, but I think people need to be entertained in a meaningful way while they're learning:' 
Snorts from the head Pig Watcher The Biology 1 OS lab section featured a series of audio tutorials on cassette tape. Assignments typically involved observing cells 
A Swine Cast of Characters 
Mark Sperm wasn't the only cartoon character that appeared 
in the "Pig Watcher's Guide." Here are a few others student 
illustrators created: 
Howeird Nocell: Who else but a spoof of former ABC sports­
caster Howard Cosell would broadcast the Spermatozoa 
Sports Spectacular? 
Mike R. Scope: A talking microscope-complete with teeth, 
eyes, gloves and sneakers-shows students how to properly 
handle the delicate instrument. 
Miss Sus Scrota: As a prelude to the pig dissection, a wild 
boar wearing only lipstick and a smile performs a burlesque 
dance before zipping her skin open to reveal her larynx, 
spleen, liver and other vital organs. 
Al Bumen, "Detective Eggstraordinaire": Our hero, sport­
ing the scientific name for "egg white," tries to save his best 
girl Sue Flay from an evil eggsterrogation. Can he crack the 
case? Or will he end up in the frying pan? 
Olympic swimmer Mark Spitz was the inspiration for toon character Mark Sperm, created by then-student Tim Grajek. Now a professional 
illustrator, Grajek's work has appeared in Time, Newsweek and The Washington Post, among other media outlets. under a microscope and recording observations. The fetal pig dissection was tl1e course highlight. ''At that time, there were only a couple of universities that used an audio tutorial method;' Fennel says. "The audio component really appealed to me. It was considered the education of tl1e future:' Fennel initially wrote individual lab units and mimeographed them for tl1e students. By 1974, he collected the units and published them as tl1e first "Pig Watcher's Guide," titled in honor of the dissected man1.1Tial of choice. Conversational and flippant, but never disrespectful toward its subject matter, "Pig Watcher's" was an immediate hit with the students. The header for the introduction to the fifth edition reads "Snorts from tl1e Head Pig Watchers. YES- YOU SHOULD READ THIS MATERIAL NOW !"  Chapters about vertebrates, chromosomes and squan1ous epitl1eliwn tissues feature cheeky introductions : Your awareness of the human body increases when you go to a beach or while you watch a Miss or Mr. America contest on TV In these moments, our attention is focused on the external appearance of individuals without any thought of their internal composition. Ifwe compare what is beneath tl1e surface of the individuals seen in the centerfolds of Playboy /Playgirl with what is beneatl1 your skin, there would be very little difference. "Writing tl1e lab manual gave me an opportunity to investigate otl1er approaches to teaching;' Fennel says. "I always tried to make education compelling for ilie non-major:' Fennel modified "Pig Watcher's" over the years, adding and 
deleting content with each new edition. One of the first student illustrators was freshman art major Tim Grajek (BA78 ). "Tim created a poster presentation for a class project;' Fennel says. "It was a hilarious cartoon spoof of the course. I was intrigued and wanted to know more about him. I told him I admired his work and asked if he'd contribute some cartoons to the 'Pig Watchers Guide:" Today, Grajek is a successful illustrator, designer, photographer and publisher based in Sleepy Hollow, N.Y. "The poster was a comic strip about ecosystems with a superhero called 'Lab Man' who saved the day," Grajek says. "Lab Man was a cross between Albert Einstein and Bill Fennel. At that time, I was really influenced by underground co.mix artists like Robert Crumb. My drawings had that feel:' Of the characters Grajek created for the manual, none was more memorable than "Mark Sperm;' an All-American spermatozoon loosely based on U.S. Olympic swimming champion Mark Spitz. In a three-page comic strip within the chapter on cellular reproduction, Mark Sperm outlasts his competitors in a rollicking race to reach "Olga Ovum;' winner of the menstrual cycle event. "That cartoon was a little over the top, but people got a kick out of it;' Grajek says. ''As an art student, I focused on photography, print making and painting. I was among the first EMU art graduates to claim a multimedia degree. After graduating, I proposed revising the entire 'Pig Watcher's Guide: Bill agreed and gave me free rein:' Grajek based his 1979 edition of "Pig Watcher's" on the newsprint-style format of Rolling Stone magazine. He created a new layout, worked with The Eastern Echo on the typesetting, drew new cartoons, took photographs and published the manual 
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"The lab manual 
filled my desires 
for 18  years, " he 
Il  says. twas a 
very creative and 
fim project. " 
with Fennel under the moniker "Swine Publications, Inc:' "I had great admiration for Tim's ability and his way of th.inking;' Fennel says. "I trusted his instincts. He was very hip, and his ideas were stimulating:' "Pig Watcher's" became part of Grajek's portfolio, which helped him get a job as an illustrator for the Sunday magazine section of The Detroit News. Since moving to New York in the early 1980s, his work has appeared in Business Week, Time, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and other publications. In 2009, Grajek illustrated and published "The First Dog;' a children's book written by Benjamin Cheever, son of author Jolm Cheever. 'Tm grateful for the support and creative freedom Bill offered," Grajek says. "He took a chance on me, and my work on the manual subsequently helped launch my career in illustration and publishing:' 
Serious instruction Fennel's teaching was undoubtedly entertaining, but certainly not frivolous. "Bill was an energetic, warm and positive person, but he was also very demanding;' Grajek says. "He made his class fun, but he didn't compromise on quality education:' Fe1mel also taught other courses at Eastern, including Advanced Invertebrate Zoology. He became department head in tl1e late 1980s and was involved in various university conuruttees. For a few summers, he also taught at the University of Louisville and at the University of Michigan Biological Station. In 1980, Fennel .received the Senior Teaching Award, EMU's highest honor for outstanding classroom teaching. "Bill really knew his mate.rial and was very confident," says Dennis Jackson, Fe1mel's EMU colleague. "He used the technology of tl1e time to show students how biology is important in their lives. I tl1ought the 'Pig Watcher's Guide' was great, but there's so much more to the man tl1ai1 that manual. He's also very genuine. Sometin1es there's an invisible barrier between a professor ai1d his students. That wasn't so with Bill. He cared about every single student, and tl1ey knew it. He took great joy in seeing his students succeed. His former students keep in touch with him, a11d he remembers all of tl1em:' Bonnie Miljour (MFAOl) took Biology 105 in 1982. Like 
OPPOSITE PAGE: Dr. Bill Fennel, seen here in a recent photo, is still very 
much involved in campus life, often volunteering on various projects. 
Grajek, she majored in art and contributed illustrations to later editions of"Pig Watcher's:' Her "pig portrait," framed by various flora and fauna, is on the cover of the fifth edition. The interior features her scientific drawings. "I was honored to be asked to contribute to 'Pig Watcher's Guide,' " says Miljour, who has been the senior scientific illustrator at the Museum of Paleontology at the University of Michigan for 25 years. "Working on tlle lab rnaimal reinforced my idea of going into scientific illustration. Dr. Fennel also took an interest in my artwork and was very encouraging. He purchased one of my watercolors from my student show. I've stayed in touch witi1 him ilirough tlle years. It's a pleasure to know tllat tllere are really good people in tlle world like him:' Like Miljom; Deb Polich (BA86) remains in touch witi1 Fermel. She took Biology 105 in 1975. "Classes in big lecture halls are always a bit overwhelming, but Doc Fennel was very engaging and made biology interesting;' says Polich, who graduated with a degree in arts mai1agement. She is president and CEO of Artrain, an Aim Arbor-based nonprofit arts orgaiuzation. "He told funny stories witi1 an appropriate sense of humor. The 'Pig Watcher's Guide' was tongue-in-cheek, but very instructive. I tllought it was brilliant:' Four years ago, Polich asked Fe1mel for a copy of "Pig Watcher's" to share with her daughter, who enrolled in a veterinary school in Edinburgh, Scotland. "Whenever conversations about favorite college classes come up, I always mention tl1e 'Pig Watcher's Guide;" Polich says. "I wai1ted to share it witl1 my daughter because she's interested in science. She tllought it was great and proposed updating Mark Sperm with Michael Phelps. "Doc Fe1mel was able to excite students about biology and helped them believe that tliey could master tlie subject and be tlie better for it. He understood how to connect witl1 students in a lasting way. It's a gift:' Fennel continues to live in Ypsilai1ti and remains active in EMU fundraising efforts. He and Polich are on tl1e resource development boai·d for the EMU College of Arts and Sciences. Fe1mel is also active witli orgailizations like tlle Kiwailis Club ai1d the Washtenaw Camp Placement Association. Looking back, Fennel says "Pig Watcher's" is among his top career achievements. "The lab maimal filled my desires for 18 years;' he says. "It was a very creative and fun project. At tlie same time, I knew it wasn't going to go on indefinitel
y. 
New teachers took over tlie course and used different teaching methods and textbooks. A.lid tliat's okay. Life goes on and tlungs change. I still have mai1y fond memories of tl1e classes and my students. I'm always delighted when former students tell me how much they enjoyed tlie course and tl1e tlungs tliey learned. That's the reward I got from teaching:' I! 
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Illuminating Native 
American History 
Kay McGowan 7S Wew 
Adventure 7 Spotlights 
a_,1 Old Injustice 
BY JEFF MORTIMER 
24 Eastern I SUMMER 2012 
A
tivism is nothing new for Kay Givens McGowan, but making a mov1e was. The Eastern anthropology lecturer's circle of service has steadily wid­ened since the 1970s, when she founded the Michigan Citizens Lobby, worked to pass a statewide ballot proposal eliminat­ing the sales tax on food and medicine, and was instrumental in convincing the state legislature to pass a generic drug bill that was widely imitated nationwide, as well as a law that protects consumers from 
unethical auto repair shop practices. Later in the decade, she helped create First Step, an organization that operates shelters for victims of sexual assault and domestic violence, and the Downriver Anti-Rape Effort. She has worked with the United Nations since 1995, when she was a delegate to the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing. A member of the Mississippi band of Choctaw Indians, McGowan has worked with the National Urban Indian Coalition, the National Indian Youth Council and the 
Photographs by Michael Andaloro 
National Indian Health Care Advisory Board. These activities Jed to an invita­tion in 2005 to help draft the U.N:s Declaration on the Rights oflndigenous Peoples. Four years later, she was in­ducted into the Michigan Women's Hall of Fame. 
B
ut it was a circle of a differ­ent kind that inspired her latest venture, a 40-minute documentary entitled "Indian School: A Survivor's Story." It details with heartbreaking simplicity what life was like for the 180,000 Indian chil­dren who were seized from their fami­lies by the U.S. government and sent to distant boarding schools. Having failed to eliminate the Indi­ans, it became the government's policy in the late nineteenth century to "assimi­late" them. The principal instrument was to be these schools, which eventually numbered nearly 500, almost all of them run by Christian missionaries. Capt. Richard H. Pratt, who founded the first and most famous of these institutions, the Carlisle (Pa.) Indian Industrial School, put it this way : "All the Indian there is in the race should be dead. Kill the Indian in him, and save the man:' McGowan's twin sister, Fay Givens, is the executive director of American Indian Services in Lincoln Park. One of the agency's programs is a weekly "talking circle," and the sisters found that the talk often turned to the partici­pants' memories of these schools. "A group of native people that live in metro Detroit have been coming to our talking circle for about seven years," says McGowan. "A lot of them are getting up in age. We decided that we 
OPPOSITE PAGE: The "talking circle" is a 
regular gathering of Native Americans from 
various tribes who share their family stories 
and hardships. Sisters Fay Givens and Kay 
McGowan are seated at left. RIGHT: Odawa/ 
Lakotah elder Warren Petoskey. 
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wanted to share their story while they were still here, and we wanted to do it in movie form so that people could see, could feel their pain, could understand what they experienced in their own words, from their own hearts." Their stories are almost unbear­able, the more so because they are told so softly and matter-of- factly by the elderly victims: the girl who asked her third-grade teacher why they were being taught that Columbus discov­ered America when the Indians were already here and was rewarded with a slap across the face; the boy who, in a moment of excitement, let slip a few words in his native language and was kicked down three flights of stairs; the boy whose hand was pressed against a boiling-hot cook pot because he talked while standing in line; the girl whose best friend bled to death after perform­ing an abortion on herself. Such tales breathe life into the mute 
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roster of abuses. Children as young as three years old were taken from their families and shipped hundreds of miles from their native villages. Many remained in the schools for a decade or more. The boys' hair was cut and the girls' hair styled identically. 1hey were forbidden to speak their own lan­guages. 1here was no contact with their families. Many boys were beaten, many girls were raped, and many died. 
T he ones who survived, igno­rant of their own culture's ways and shunned by white society, often turned to alco­hol, prostitution and crime, reinforcing a host of negative stereotypes. Never having been parented themselves, they were devoid of parenting skills, a key factor in an intergenerational trauma that is all too alive today. "There were people that were afraid to be in the movie;' says McGowan, "people 
that said, 'If we take part in this movie, they will come and take our grandchildren away: Some of them could speak in front of the camera but they wouldn't speak in front of a group of non-Indians ever:' If the person behind the camera hadn't been McGowan's son, Daniel, some of these stories might have been lost forever. He handled the techni-cal aspects, McGowan conducted the interviews, and the two-year project was funded by a grant from the Detroit­Wayne County Community Mental Health Agency. " We never made movies before, so it was a new adventure," McGowan says. "It turned out to be the right way to go." It certainly was an effective way. The fibn opens by showing the quotation from Pratt and another, equally disturbing, from President Andrew Jackson. Then the people tell their stories, interspersed with photographs of boarding school life, a brief excerpt from a pro-boarding school 
propaganda film and some commentary from McGowan and Cheryl Sanrnels, a psychologist from the Little Traverse Bay Band of Odawa Indians. That's it. 1here are no special effects, no artsy camera work. Any adonunents would have been not only superfluous, but unjust. Although McGowan and her sister didn't attend Indian schools, their grandparents and great-grandparents did, and the culture shock of the fam­ily 's move from Mississippi to Detroit in the 1950s left scars of its own. Their father came first, under the ae­gis of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Relo­cation Program, which moved Indians off reservations and into urban settings. "He was a machinist for a trucking company," McGowan says. "He hated it. He wanted to hunt and fish." As happy as they were when they eventually rejoined him, his children were as distressed as he was by the alien environment. "Coming from Mississippi to Michigan was a whole different expe­rience," says McGowan. "The house I was born in had no running water or electricity. We had a well, we grew our own food, and everybody in the com­munity was a relative or someone we had known for generations. You could go into anyone's house and everyone loved you and you were welcome. In the city, they had stereotypes and prejudices that I'd never faced before. I was old enough to realize how dra­matically different it was." As difficult as the situation was, the seeds of her life's work had been plant­ed. 'Tve always been intrigued by the differences in people," she says, "and part of it came out of my own realiza­tion very early that we were somehow different from the people around us." But it took a while for the dots to get connected. She studied fine art at the College of Creative Studies in Detroit, then earned undergraduate 
Great humor balances the more serious stories and issues of the circle. Twin sisters Fay Givens 
(left) and Kay McGowan react to a lighter moment. degrees in psychology and sociology at the University of Michigan. "I was frustrated that my own cul­ture wasn't taken into consideration," McGowan says. "I felt lost. One day, I went into an anthropology class and a light went on. This was where my culture could be considered. I said to myself, 'This is it.' " She went on to receive a master's degree and PhD in anthropology from Wayne State University, launching her career in public service. "The most re­warding things in our lives come from doing for others," she says. "The degrees were a mechanism that allowed me to do the things I wanted to do anyway." "Indian School" made its debut lo­cally in September at the Arab Ameri­can National Museum in Dearborn. It's also been screened at the United Nations Office at Geneva, the National Indian Youth Council in New Mexico, the U.S. Attorney's Office in Detroit, the Saginaw Chippewa reservation, Central Michigan University, and twice at Eastern. The list of future showings is so long that McGowan admits she can't remember them all. "We haven't actively solicited any-
one to show the movie," she adds. "They find us.'' 
S o did a company that wants to put the movie in a widely circu­lated catalog. "They'll probably take over distribution," says Mc­Gowan. "That's not our forte. The whole purpose was education. Any proceeds will be used to make a second movie." Their next venture will examine the involuntary sterilization of Indian women. "This practice ended in the middle of the 1980s, so there are native women living that were sterilized with­out their knowledge," says McGowan. "My sister and I would like to interview them before they're gone, if we can put together enough money to do it." The Indian schools aren't ancient history, either. Their enrollment peaked in 1973, and the last of them didn't close until the 1990s. And while the Declaration on the Rights of Indig­enous Peoples was adopted by the U.N. General Assembly in 2007, the United States has yet to sign it. As Warren Petoskey, an Odawa/La­kotah elder, puts it in the movie, "We still have a lot of work to do." I! 
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1 950s 
Glenn Goerke (BA52, MASS), 
President Emeritus of the 
University of Houston, was re­
elected to the board of directors 
of the International Association of 
University Presidents. He has served 
as a board member for 20 years. 
Jean Baughman Wessel (8558) 
is one of the first recipients to 
be inducted into the Pearl River 
Community College Lifetime 
Achievement Hall of Fame. 
1 960s 
James Candela (8564, MA66) has 
been inducted into the Roosevelt 
High School Distinguished Graduate 
Hall of Fame. Candela is a former 
Wyandotte school board member 
and retired educator. 
Marianne Martin (8568) is the best­
selling author of the "Indelible Heart" 
along with several other books. 
Martin is also co-owner of Bywater 
Books. 
Kendall Starkweather (MA69), 
DTE, Executive Director and CEO 
of the Internal Technology and 
Engineering Educators Association, 
has announced his retirement after 
more than 30 years of service. 
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1 970s 
Rick Coscarelli (BBA70, MA72) 
has received a patent for a football 
kicking warm-up device. 
Patrick Barry, Jr. (8571, MA73) 
has been selected as Eastern 
Michigan's Honors College teacher 
of the year. 
Patrick Barry,Jr., with Molly Hall, president of the 
Honors Student Association 
Donald Weatherspoon (MA71) 
has been appointed emergency 
manager for Muskegon Heights 
Public Schools. 
Nancy Colpaert (8573) has retired 
from the Monroe County Library 
after 36 years of service. 
Richard Pappas (BBE73), president 
of Davenport University, has been 
elected to the board of directors of 
the American Council on Education. 
Rajiv Kulkarni (8575, MS77) 
is now director of Business and 
Technology Development in the 
Technology Commercialization 
Office at the University of Kansas. 
Johan Sutton (8578) has been 
named Woman of the Year by the 
American Association of University 
Women Wyandotte-Downriver 
Branch. 
Rachel Posey-Shannon (8579) 
has retired after 32 years with the 
Highland Park School District. 
1 980s 
Mike Richards (BBA81) has been 
promoted to President ofTrilogy's 
Global Automotive Business. 
Teri Johnson (8581, MA87) is the 
Assistant Director for the Michigan 
Department of Education's Office 
of Special Education and Early 
Intervention Services. 
James Leith (8A83) is now in 
command of the 1 65'" Operations 
Support Flight, Georgia Air National 
Guard. He has over 6,000 flying 
hours. 
Phyllis Rickard (8584) is the 
new director of the North Adams 
Community Memorial Library, 
Hil lsdale County. 
iichard Mi l ler: 
The New State Fire Marshal 
Looking back on  h i s  30 years as  a firefighter, Richard W. 
Miller says he's had a "blessed" career. 
"It's also been very busy, enjoyable and challenging. I like 
a challenge;' says Miller, 5 1 ,  of Dearborn. "I wanted to go into 
.i career where I could give back to the community. The only 
""lay to obtain that is through a civil service job. I was th ink ­
ng about getting a degree in  criminal justice and becoming 
a police officer, but I went the fire science route. A firefighter 
1amed Tony Husse, who lived on my street growing up, in­
;pired me to pursue this career:' 
Miller received another blessing in his career in February 
Nhen Gov. Rick Snyder appointed him as the state fire marshal, 
-eplacing Ronald Farr, who resigned in 201 1 .  
"I was totally honored to be considered. I am honored to 
represent the 33,000 firefighters in the state of Michigan and the 
1,062 fire departments in the state of Michigan;' says Miller, who 
assumed his new position in mid-March. "I serve at the pleasure 
of the governor:' 
Adds Snyder: "Richard Miller is a great fit for this post. He 
brings extensive training and more than 30 years of experience, 
and I am confident he will continue to ensure the utmost quality 
and efficiency when it comes to safeguarding Michigan citizens 
and property from fire-related emergencies:' 
Since assuming the job of Michigan's top firefighter, Miller de­
scribes his schedule as "hectic" as he researches the needs of the 
fire service industry throughout the state and how to make ends 
meet, especially since the economy in Michigan is far from ideal. 
"Economics is the biggest obstacle -just like everyone else;' 
he says. "I want to build a better business model. I want to imple­
ment programs that provide more safety for our firefighters and 
our citizens:' 
Before Snyder's appointment, Miller was a firefighter in his na­
tive Dearborn for 30 years, joining the Dearborn Fire Dept. (DFD) 
in 1 982 and rising to the rank of fire chief in 2010. He has also 
served with the DFD as a fire inspector, fire lieutenant, fire captain 
and senior battalion chief. 
"I had strong confidence in Rich Miller when I appointed him 
as Dearborn Fire Chief in 2010, after he had retired from the de­
partment a few years earlier. The fact that the state saw his same 
great qualities is a positive reflection on Rich, and it also makes a 
statement about the high caliber of people working for the City 
of Dearborn;' said Dearborn Mayor John B. O'Reilly, Jr. 
A 1 978 alumnus of Divine Child High School in Dearborn, 
Miller earned his associate degree in fire science from Henry Ford 
Community College in Dearborn in 1 980, and his bachelor's de­
gree in fire science/occupational safety and health from Madonna 
College in Livonia in 1 984. 
In 2001, Miller earned his certification from the School of 
Fire Staff and Command at the University, which is designed to 
prepare firefighters to effectively manage a fire department. This 
program consists of 350 hours of competency-based education 
spread over a period of 10 months, going beyond traditional op­
eration methods and exposing firefighters to conceptual thinking 
and problemsolving. 
Currently, Miller is working on his master's degree in emergen­
cy services at EMU, and expects to graduate in 2013. Additionally, 
Miller holds professional certifications for driver's training, tactical 
operations, pump operations and hazardous materials, as well as 
fire officer I certification, fire officer II certification and fire officer 
I l l  certification. 
"I want the people of Michigan to know that I am totally com­
mitted to the fire service industry;' says Miller. "I want our fire de­
partments to be the model that everyone looks up to:' 
-Kurt Anthony Krug 
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Christopher Kozlowski (BSS7) is 
design and multimedia director 
of the Tampa Bay Times in St. 
Petersburg, Fla. 
Sharon Herman (BSSS) has earned 
her ADPA {Accredited Domestic 
Partner Advisor) designation and is 
now the CEO of Sliver Key Wealth 
Management in Brandon, Fla. 
Nasser AI-Mahasher {BSS9) is the 
new CEO of S-Oil, the third largest of 
Korea's four oil refining companies. 
Daniel Goostrey (BSS9) has been 
appointed to the 1 2'" District Court 
in Jackson by Governor Snyder. 
1 990s 
Mitzi Hasegawa (BS90) has been 
awarded the 2012 Maui School 
District Teacher of the Year. 
Elizabeth Birr Moje (MA90) was 
recently inducted into the American 
Educational Research Association 
class of 2012 Fellows. 
John Rybczyk (MS90) has been 
promoted to Full Professor at 
Western Washington University, 
Department of Environmental 
Science, Bellingham, Wash. 
Michael Simeck (BA90, MA9S) 
has been selected as the new 
superintendent at Lake Forest School 
District 67 and 1 1 5, Ill. 
Sara Scott (BS92) has been named 
community news director for 
the Jackson Citizen Patriot as it 
transitions into a digital-focused 
news operation. 
John Wilkins (BS92) has been 
named Michigan Commerce Bank's 
Ann Arbor Market President. 
Eric Fulcomer (BS93) has been 
elected as Mayor of Bluffton, Ohio. 
Terry Bean (BS93, MA96) has 
received the Detroit2020 Person of 
the Week award from Channel 7. 
Jay Gatrell (BS94), dean of the 
College of Graduate and Professional 
Studies at Indiana State University, 
has been selected to be a 201 2-2013 
American Council on Education fellow. 
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I n  Memoriam 
Mary (Anderson) Fopeano (BA34) Kalamazoo, March 5 
Merlin Schultz (BA37) Bradenton, Fla., Feb. 20 
Marjorie (Byrum) Gallagher (BS39) East Lansing, April 1 1  
Beatrice (Hildebrandt) Spotts (BS39) Fort Gratiot, Jan. 6 
Evelyn (Mueckler) Stolberg {BME40) Ludington, Nov. 27 
Ardis East (BA42) El Paso, Texas, Nov. 4 
Mary (Ashbacker) Reid (BS42) Ludington, Dec. 6 
Ellen (Green) Tyler (BS44) Chula Vista, Calif., Jan. 5 
Eunice (Kidd) Willis (BS44) Rogers, Ark., April 16 
Carol (Climer) Lally (BSSO) New Hartford, N.Y. , Dec. 10 
Nora (Amerman) Errante (BSSO) Dearborn, Feb. 1 9  
Donald Stanbury (BSS1) Pontiac, Dec. 8 
Michael Trumitch (BSS2) Vero Beach, Fla., March 15  
Maralyn (Wells) Shiflett (BMES3, MAS9) Flint, Nov. 28 
James McAlpine (BSS3, MAS6) Canton, April 201 1 
Joan (Wanty) Eisman (BSS3, MA64) Chelsea, Nov. 27 
James Koepke (BSS3) Prescott Valley, Ariz., Sept. 28 
Daniel Manthe (BAS3) Grosse Pointe Farms, April 18  
Glen Simmons (BSS4, MSSS) Kewadin, Nov. 1 3  
Don Herrmann (BSS4) Grass Valley, Calif., Feb. 1 O 
Lester Farkas (BSS6, MS63) Barrington, Ill., Jan. 5 
Robert McCullough (BAS6) Petoskey, Jan. 1 9  
Daniel O'Hara (BSS6) Jupiter, Fla., Jan. 29 
Harry (Bud) Bigelow Ill (MAS7) Flint, Jan. 3 
Harriet (Mundy) Breeding (MA60) Monroe, Feb. 28 
Lois {Lambie) Sanford (BS61, MA72) Sun City Center, 
Fla., Nov. 5 
Delores (Danielson) Sonandres (BA61,MA66) Glendale, 
Ariz., Oct. 22 
Anne Com mire (BA61 ) Waterford, Conn., Feb. 23 
Virginia (Terman) Whited (BS61) Kalamazoo, Nov. 2 
Clarence Johnson (BS62) Fremont, Calif., Feb. 23 
Archie Long (BA62) Canal Winchester, Ohio, Jan. 24 
Thomas Day (BS62) Springfield, Ohio, Nov. 4 
Philip Reid (BS62) Williamsburg, Mass., March 4 
Roger Reger (MA62) Redondo Beach., Calif., March 1 8  
Helen (Fulton) Nugent-Rohlfs (EME63, MA6S) Bingham 
Twp., Nov. 27 
David Danes (BS63) Northville, Nov. 28 
James Cartter (BS6S) Ann Arbor, March 1 7  
Patricia (Byrd) Eastman (BA6S) Pontiac, Dec. 1 7  
Jack Barlow Sr. (MA6S) Huntington, Ind., Feb. 1 0  
May (Fields) Polk (BS6S) Danville, Ill., Nov. 1 7  
Juanita (DeMott) Vogelsberg (MA66) Chelsea, Feb. 26 
E. Rande Nugent (BS66) Saint Clair Shores, April 1 1  
Carolyn (Sims) Davis (BS67) Bradenton, Fla., April 1 1  
Dorothy (Snively) Quigley (BA67) Howell, March 18  
Bennett Wolfe (MS6S) Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 18  
Bob LaPointe (BS69, MASS) Canton, Jan. 3 1  
Rita (Nunez) Steffes (BS69, MA77) Monroe, Feb. 24 
Patricia Grant (MA69) Monroe, La., April 16 
Mary Juanita Koterba (MA70) Mt. Alvernia, Pa., Feb. 14  
Maureen (Heyboer) Noworyta (BS70) New Orleans, La., 
Feb. 1 5  
John Barbour (BBA70, MBA71) Detroit, Nov. 23 
Burley Hendricks (MA71) Bradenton, Fla., Nov 23 
June Westgate (BAE71) Howell, Nov. 16  
Elvira (DeMann) Muscolino (BS72) West Nyack, N.Y., 
March 14 
Troy Harville (BBA72) Melbourne, Fla., April 1 5  
Gary Anderson (BBA74) Chesterfield, March 25 
Steve Dixon (BS74) Ann Arbor, Feb. 25 
Mary (Waters) Proscoandaro (BS74) Troy, Feb. 28 
Kathleen (Kirby) Kieft (MA74) Port Huron, Dec. 1 
Patricia (Carlisle) Lewis (BS7S) Blue Water, Feb. 27 
Agnes Ohno (BS7S) Detroit, Dec. 16 
Bob Schockman (BS7S) Temperance, Jan. 17 
Virginia Ruelle (BS7S) Ypsilanti, Feb. 8 
James DeKiere (MA7S) Toledo, Ohio, March 23 
Dick Norton (SPA7S) Las Vegas, Nev., Feb. 21  
Ruth (Hollowell) Burr (MA76) Plymouth, Nov. 15 
James Schramm (MA76) Brownstown, Feb. 21 
Richard Goodrich (BFA76) Lakeside, Ore., Oct. 1 8  
Carolyn (Betz) Drown (MA77) Flint, Feb. 7 
Frank Harvath (BBA77) Corunna, March 4 
Earl Christian (MA77) Bradenton, Fla., Nov. 26 
Jeanne (Smith) Takenaga (BS7S) Royal Oak, Feb. 7 
Barbara (Langhoff) Peterson (BS7S) Idaho Falls, Idaho, 
Nov. 23 
Wanda (Richeson) Barton (MA7S) Monroe, Feb. 1 
Rhiannon Williams (BA79) Windsor, Canada, Nov. 1 2  
Graciela (Ramirez) Ciotti (MA79) Tucson, Ariz., Dec. 23 
Sharon Ewell-Lewis (BS79) Minneapolis, Minn., March 4 
Penelope (Ridenour) Foley (MASO) Eagle River, Dec. 4 
Brian Andre (BBAS2) Warren, Dec. 1 7  
Cheryl (Bass) Frost (BSS3, MASS) Brownstown, 
March 17  
Jil (Montgomery) Matthews (BSS3, MASS) Livonia, 
Nov. 25 
Rodney Ferguson (BS84) Detroit, March 25 
Carol (Van Every) Curtis (BSBS) Ypsilanti, Nov. 22 
John Nagel (BBASS) Tekonsha, April 1 3  
Yvonne Nelson (BSBB) Ann Arbor, Dec. 16  
Heidi (Brandt) Capraro (BS89, MA94) Howell, Nov. 22 
Thomas Terhune (MS89) Pinckney, April 7 
Mavoureen (Norris) Heida (ENDR90) Mayville, Feb. 23 
Margaret Lynch (BS92) Ann Arbor, March 25 
Marcia Brooker (BS93) Jackson, Jan. 25 
Richard Young (BSN96) Saline, Jan. 27 
Faculty and Staff Memoriam 
Roger Blalock, former assistant basketball coach under 
Coach Jim Boyce, died April 9. 
Geraldine Brown, who worked as an accountant until 
she retired in 1984, died March 30. 
Dr. Don Casa nave, a professor of English Literature for 
1 O years, died April 3. 
Charles Duncan, an emeritus faculty serving for 19 
years, retiring in 1 985, died Nov. 14. 
Reva Dunigan, head cook in dining services, died Jan. 1 .  
Charles Hoitash, an  emeritus professor of Business 
Management who retired in 1991, died Feb. 12. 
Matthew McCoy, a former football coach in the mid 90s, 
died Nov. 7. 
Gregory O'Dell (BS92) EMU Police Chief, died Dec. 23. 
Steven Parks (BSS7, BSOl) who worked in Student 
Accounting, Collections, and Financial Aid before 
moving to Dining and Food Service, as a senior account 
specialist, died March 5. 
Glenn Ruihley, an emeritus professor of English 
Languages and Literature, died Dec. 12. 
Gregory Wells, an electrician serving for 1 1  years. died 
Feb. 21 .  
In Memoriam: Kenneth "Red" Simmons (BS33) 
Track and field legend Ken­neth "Red" Simmons (8533) 
parlayed an affordable educa­
tion at Eastern (then Michigan 
State Normal College) into an 
award-winning run as an ath­
lete, coach and mentor until 
his death April 1 3  at the age 
of 1 02. 
Simmons, an EMU Athletic 
Hall of Fame inductee, was the 
University of Michigan's first 
women's track and field coach. 
His coaching style and innova­
tive weight training regimen 
produced three Olympians 
and propelled the Wolverines 
to several state and national 
championships. After retiring 
in 1981, he and wife Lois Sim­
mons remained active support­
ers of athletic events at both 
EMU and U of M campuses. 
"I attribute my success 
partly to the study of anatomy 
at Eastern. It has improved 
everything I've done-and my 
coaching, too;' said Simmons in 
a 2008 interview. He credited 
legendary EMU coach Elton J. 
Rynearson with teaching him 
the fundamentals of anatomy. 
"What makes a runner besides 
ability? It's leverage;· Simmons 
said, adding that he incorporat­
ed weight training in his coach­
ing regimen to strengthen 
athletes' anatomical levers long 
before weights were "accept­
able:' 
The results speak for them­
selves. His proteges include 
Penny Near, captain of the 
1 992 U.S. Olympic team, and 
Lisa Larsen Rainsburger, the 
first woman to win the Boston 
Marathon. 
But Simmons almost never 
got the chance to shine as an 
athlete or a coach because the 
next level of development-a 
Photograph by Randal Mascharka 
Kenneth "Red" Simmons 
college education-was finan­
cially out of reach for him. His 
parents, who had little formal 
education and a modest home 
in Redford, could not afford 
tuition during the economic 
hardships caused by the Great 
Depression. 
Simmons overcame this 
obstacle with the same gritty 
determination with which he 
jumped hurdles. By honing his 
natural abilities in track and 
field at Redford High School 
and winning two high school 
state championships in low 
and high hurdles, he caught 
the eye of former EMU track 
coach Lloyd Olds, who pointed 
out Eastern's affordability. 
Thanks to an $18 loan from a 
supportive Detroit principal, 
Simmons launched his educa-
tion and athletic career at the 
green and white. 
The scrappy athlete, who 
had to hitchhike to class from 
downtown Detroit, won the 
intramural boxing and wres­
tling championships, received 
three varsity letters in track, 
and participated on the unde­
feated mile relay team at the 
1 932 Penn Relays (then con­
sidered the national champi­
onships). He also participated 
in the 1932 U.S. Olympic trials 
in California, hitchhiking for six 
days to get there. Olds helped 
Simmons pay for college by 
giving him a job cleaning mats 
and washing windows and 
floors. 
After receiving his bachelor 
of science degree in education 
from Eastern, Simmons joined 
the Detroit Police Department, 
where he worked for the next 
25 years. Upon retiring from 
law enforcement as a detective 
sergeant in 1 959, he began 
teaching physical education at 
the University of Michigan. 
One year later, the trail­
blazer started Ann Arbor's first 
girls' track and field club out of 
the trunk of his car. The club, 
called "The Michigammes;' 
predates Title IX, the landmark 
legislation that gave equal 
opportunities for female ath­
letes, by more than a decade. 
His innovative style and track 
record of success did not go 
unnoticed by the University of 
Michigan, which hired him to 
coach U of M's women's track 
and field team in 1976. Sim­
mons led the squad to several 
championships until his retire­
ment in 1981 . 
But even this was not the 
end for the indefatigable 
athlete, who went on to win 
four gold medals at the Senior 
Olympics in 1995. "Red epito­
mized that if you work hard, be 
honest and thoughtful, good 
things will come your way;' says 
Vicki Reaume, Vice President 
and Secretary to the Board of 
Regents, adding that Simmons 
was a "staunch" supporter of 
Eastern. 
"Seeing Red and his wife 
Lois at our campus events and 
activities was a high point for 
me. He was an inspiration to 
many of us;' Reaume adds. 
While Red's familiar pres­
ence at EMU and U of M ath­
letic events is gone, his legend 
lives on in the "Red Simmons 
Invitational;' an event the 
Wolverines have hosted in his 
honor every year since 1981 . 
-Linda Hass 
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Luke Reynolds (8594) has 
been named the new LifeCircles 
PACE Center Manager, located in 
Muskegon and northern Ottawa 
County. 
Robert Heighes (8595) has been 
named Chief of Police at Eastern 
Michigan University. 
Barnett Jones (MLS95) has 
been appointed as public safety 
administrator for the city of Flint. 
Jones retired April 1 as Police Chief 
of Ann Arbor. 
Ryan Hershberger (8597) was 
recently named Treasurer of Ford 
Motor Company's Asia-Pacific and 
Africa Region which will be based in 
Shanghai, China. 
Jacqueline Johnson (MA97) has 
been appointed superintendent of 
L'Anse Creuse Public Schools. 
Christopher Roddy (8597, 851 1)  
has accepted the position of Visitor 
Services Manager at Kingwood 
Center in Mansfield, Ohio. 
2000s 
Jason Struble (BSOO) was recently 
hired as a Real Estate Attorney in the 
Property Development Department 
at Agro Trade America, Inc. located in 
Miami, Fla. 
Ashari Adithyawarman (MBAOO) 
is currently working for Citibank 
Indonesia as the Vice President of 
Retail Bank Academy. 
Margaret Acker (MSN01) is now 
the administrator of the Southwest 
Surgical Center and also the chair of 
the Michigan Ambulatory Surgery 
Association Membership Committee. 
All Class Notes submissions should include your name, 
address, e-mail address, phone 
number, degree(s) and year of 
graduation. 
Mail to: Eastern Michigan 
University Office for Alumni Re­
lations, 1 349 S. Huron St., Suite 
2, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197, or use 
our on line submission form at 
emich.edu/alumni. 
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Kimberly Lindquist (BSN01) is now 
dean of the Health Sciences Division at 
Monroe County Community College. 
Christine Bouck (8501 J has 
accepted the position as the Training 
Specialist and Seminar Designer at 
North Carolina Central University. 
Jamie Gilbert (8501) received the 
Honor Roll Adviser Award from 
College Media Advisers. Gilbert 
advises student radio station WKNC 
88.1 FM at North Carolina State 
University. 
Anthony Kurek (BBA04, MSOS) 
is the recipient of the 2010-201 1 
Eastern Michigan University EMU­
FT Lecturers Outstanding Teaching 
Award. 
Richard Roberts Jr. (MFA04), 
Associate Professor ofTheatre at 
Saginaw Valley State University, was 
named the Michigan Chair of the 
Kennedy Center American College 
Theatre Festival. 
Jeffrey Hoover (BBA01, MBA04) 
has been promoted to shareholder 
with Howard & Howard Attorneys 
PLLC in Royal Oak. 
Rudolph Alvarado (MA04) has 
published his book, "The Garrett 
Gomez Story: A Jockey's Journey 
Through Addiction & Salvation:' 
David Garvin (BSOS) has been 
named Content Development 
Manager at MOTOR Information 
Systems, a division of Hearst 
Corporation. 
MoReno Taylor II (BBAOS, MBA07) 
works as a Legislative Coordinator 
with the Michigan Association 
of Counties, which includes 
Transportation, Environmental and 
Regulatory Affairs, Agriculture and 
Tourism. 
Shane Clipfell (8506) is the new 
women's basketbal l  coach at Western 
Michigan University. 
Christopher Lewis (E0006) is the 
Director of Enrollment Programs and 
Student Services at the Thomas M. 
Cooley Law School. 
Travis Lewis (8507, MS10) has been 
named the head basketball coach at 
Toledo St. Francis de Sales High School. 
Rebecca Kurtz (BA08) has 
graduated from Cleveland-Marshall 
College of Law and is a Staff Attorney 
at Baker & Hostetler in Cleveland, 
Ohio. 
Reed Benton (8508) has been named 
general manager of the Hampton Inn 
in Marquette. 
2010s 
Pamela Christian (BBA 10) has been 
chosen as a finalist in the Presidential 
Management Fellows Program for 2012. 
Meritorious Milestone for EMU's ROTC 
2nd Lt. Katlyn Pearsall 
E
astern's Reserve Officer Training Corp. 
(ROTC) celebrated an important milestone 
last April when 2nd Lt. Katlyn Pearsall (851 2), 
then a cadet, became the first female to receive 
the Medal of Merit in the 60-year history of the 
Eagle Battalion. 
The medal was given to her by the Mil itary 
Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States 
(MOLLUS), which was founded in 1865 after 
the assassination of President Lincoln to thwart 
further threats to the national government. 
The members of today's Loyal Legion are direct descendants 
of Union Army officers. One of its current functions is to award the 
Medal of Merit to outstanding ROTC cadets such as Pearsall. 
"I wasn't told beforehand about the award, so I was truly sur­
prised and honored," Pearsall says, adding that the award, based 
on values such as honor and integrity, has inspired her to continue 
reaching for excellence. 
She was presented the medal by MOLLUS member Fred Roberts 
(BASS, MA68) at the 201 1 award ceremony-an occasion made al l  
the more special because it was the 1 SOth anniversary of the begin­
ning of the Civil War ( 1861-1 865). 
Pearsall, 2 1 ,  of Lexington, completed her ROTC commissioning 
and graduated from EMU with a bachelor's degree in political sci­
ence this May. She was assigned to the Medical Service Branch and 
soon will attend flight school in Ft. Rucker, Ala., to train as a MEDE­
VAC pilot-someone who evacuates military and other personnel 
to hospitals. 
"Katlyn was an outstanding cadet who displayed excellence in 
academics, military training and physical fitness;' says Lt. Col. Mi­
chael C. Wise, commander of EMU's battalion. The battalion, which 
was established in 1 952, has about 100 cadets. Several graduates 
have gone on to become generals, Wise added. 
This year's Medal of Merit recipient was another female-cadet 
Sarah Toyoda, 2 1 ,  a communication junior from Brighton. 
-Linda Hass 
Factoid 
Did you know the Army ROTC i s  one o f  the Nation's top leadership 
programs with a wide range of benefits, including scholarship 
opportunities? For more information on Eastern's Eagle Battallion, 
see: http://armyrotc.com/edu/easternmi/index.htm. 
The Alumni Association offers legacy scholarships to select students 
ll"hose parent or grandparent are alum­
ri of EMU. Alumni Association Legacy 
S.::holars, like Colin Guimond (pictured), 
are making campus vibrant and bring­
ing our strong heritage to life. Colin is 
a music education major and his mom, 
l\.1ary Guimond (8589) is an alumna of 
EMU. He proudly participates in the 
marching pride, known to Normalites, 
1-urons and Eagles as the "Pride of the 
Peninsula." To learn more about the 
.Alumni Association Scholarship, visit 
emich.edu/alumni for application 
information and deadlines. 
How can alumni support this legacy? Colin Guimond 
l\1ichigan resicents can purchase 
an EMU license plate through the state of 
l\\ichigan. Your initial purchase and subse­
cp..1ent renewal provide needed assistance 
to the Alumni Association's scholarship and 
progranming. Wherever you are iri the world, 
you can make a donation to the Alumni 
Associa:ion Endowed Scholarship by vis. ting 
emufoundation.org. 
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N ico l e  Bock 
Crime-solving Detective Sergeant a force for justice by Linda Hass 
THE ONLY HOPE To her greyhounds, Nicole Bock (BS08) of Ypsilanti is a soft-hearted pushover who lets them low1ge on the couch with impunity. To criminals, Bock is a hard-driving force for justice who lets no one off the hook. Bock, a detective sergeant for the Michigan State Police Forensic Lab, is one of29 enlisted and three civilian latent (invisible to the naked eye) print examiners dedicated to solving crimes at seven forensics labs through-out the state. She analyzes latent finger- ,  palm- and footprints on materials as porous as wood and as non- porous as steel. "Sometimes forensics evidence is a victim's only hope in find­ing the perpetrator," said Bock, 29, who works at the Northville Laboratory. "Unlike working with prints in blood, which can be easily photographed and identified, my job is to take invis­ible prints and make them visible. Basically, my job is to make the unknown known. It's a huge responsibility that none of us takes lightly." 
THE KID SISTER W hile some careers evolve over time, Bock knew from a young age what she wanted. "I've always been a science nerd and drawn to the State Police," she says. "AI; a kid, I was in awe of troopers' professionalism, with their shined boots and crisp uniforms. Becoming a trooper and transitioning into the crin1e lab seemed like a natural foray for me:' But "natural" is not the same as "easy." Bock endured a gru­eling 20-week Trooper Recruit School that involved 17-hour days filled with hundreds of push ups, formal classes and a 10-mile "graduation run" for fun. She was accepted at Recruit School before she finished her degree, then went back to East­ern, attending classes in the morning and working afternoons. "I remember being constantly exhausted and studying organic chemistry on my lunch breaks," she says. But it was a character­building experience tl1at equipped her to be the youngest latent print examiner in the Michigan State Police. In fact, for a while she was the youngest trooper in the state at the age of 22. "I am affectionately referred to as 'kid sister' by other examiners," says Bock. One of her colleagues is EMU alumnus James England (BBA 92). "We represent our alma mater well," she said. "In 
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fact, you could say we form an Eastern crime-solving sub-unit at the Northville lab:' 
SOPHISTICATED TOOLKIT With an array of sophisticated tools at her disposal, Bock only needs a print fragment from the tip of a finger or a palm print as small as a dime to have a reasonable chance of making an identification. One of her tools is an instrument sin1ilar to a microscope that exposes prints to an ultraviolet light. The light causes print residue to reflect an image that can be photo­graphed by the microscope. Bock and her fellow examiners also have access to the FBI's database of over 50 million fingerprint records. While the majority of her time is spent in the laborato­ry processing evidence submitted from more than 100 different police agencies, she leaves the lab several times a year to collect evidence at crime scenes and testifies in court as an expert wit­ness about once a month. "I personally work on about 10 cases per week," she said, "including homicides, armed robberies, burglaries, drug cases, assaults and weapons offenses:' 
NOT CSI Some say Bock's line of work is "the gold standard of fo­rensics:' Just don't compare it to the popular TV drama "CSI: Crime Scene Investigation"-at least not to her face. "I can't watch the show because I get so irritated by it," Bock says. "We often work on cases for months, even years after the date of the offense, so solving a crin1e in 50 minutes is unrealistic. Second, as forensic scientists, we don't interrogate suspects. Third, it's rare for a person to be cross-trained because there is too much training involved in each discipline, from analyzing bullets to fingerprints:' Bock's bachelor 's degree in chemistry from Eastern pre­pared her well for a career that involves mixing her own chemicals. She also completed a two-year training period through the Michigan State Police, taking formal classes in the identification and classification of fingerprints, crime scene and evidence photography, and much more. "The best part of my job is knowing I'm helping people, and allowing victims to feel safe." I! 
Photograph by Michael Andalora 
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Photo Golle7 
LEFT: The Alumni Association P-Esid=m, Greg Sheldon (BBA96), addressed EMU ;iraduafE.S at C,::ramencement on April 29, 2012. Greg encou·­
aged EMU's new alumni to beccme i wolved with the Alumni Association and to attend 1-cmEComing on October 6, 2012. RIGHT: Central 
Arizona alumni and friends gatret"ed at the home of Dr. Timothy Dyer in March. Picturec •L :o � are Franchesca Revel (BSW09), Dr. Timothy 
Dyer (BA61, MA65) and Rachel Altuir :BS99). 
ABOVE: The 2012 Alumni Awa res rec pients were honored by the Alumni Association er Sc:ur::.� May 12. Award recipients included (L to R; 
Sergeant Jeffrey Kleinsmith (BSE&, Jc:mes Satterfield, Jr. (EDD03), Mark Sadzikowski (857{, :ar::1 Mull (BA74, MS98), Beth Doane (8504), Dan 
l\rbour (MBA77) and Rob Power: CBSE8). 
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RIGHT: _ohn Feld<amp (8507) 
and LaJren Feldkamp (8509) 
shared their wedd ng day with 
Er.-1u alLn1ni, fac•lty and staff. 
Photo taken by Joncthan Durling 
LEFT: In February, the 
E-Club Alumni Chapter 
inducted seven new 
manbers into the E-Clu::, 
• .\tt,letic Hall of'Fame. 
The Class of 2011 
induded (L to R) Howard 
Booth :men's gymnastics), 
Traci Parsons McMullen 
v.,omen's basketball, 
women's track), Jamie 
\JiEto (men's track), lngr d 
3o:JCe :women's track), 
_inda Milholland (softbc II), 
\JOl'm Parker (football) and 
John Schmidt (football)_ 
AIOVE LEFT: ELI\U alum 1i and friends gathered in Santa Monica, Calif., to hear upd3te; from President Susan Ma·tin. Pictured (L to R) an!! 
Ja1ice Shurlcw BABS). John Morrison II[ (8580), Karen Florek 8578), RllSS Sommer (r"1A07) and Brad Demare. 
AIOVE RIGHT: John George and Wend:- Geor£e 18590) posej for the ::amera at the EMU alumni event held in Sa 1tc. Monica, Calif. Wen&y 
<N�s an undergnduate rr ember of SigllB Sigma Sigma sorori:y. 
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Shooti ng Sta r 
EMU's Dara Munson shines as matchmaker by Linda Hass 
MATCHMAKEREXTRAORDINAJRE Dara Munson's statistics as a matchmaker are impressive. In 20 11 ,  her initiatives as President and CEO of Big Brothers Big Sisters, Metro Detroit, helped match 1,214 at-risk children with mentors-a 5.6% increase in partnerships since Munson took the helm of the organization in 2007. "Each time a child is paired with a role model, it's a new beginning towards a one-on-one relationship that can blossom into a future of unlimited potential," says Munson (BS96) of West Bloomfield. 
METEORIC RISE "I came to this position with an unrelenting passion for our young people and a deep desire to help them realize their greatness," says Munson, 38, who became the youngest CEO of any major market BBBS affiliate at the tender age of 33. Today, she oversees 24 employees and 1,214 mentors in an organization with an operating budget of $ 1 .7 million. "My bachelor's degree in criminal justice from Eastern was the perfect foundation for my career. It helped me appreciate the preventative role that mentorship can play in the criminal justice system," says Munson, who also earned a Master of Science degree in public administration from Central Michigan University. At the 2010 Annual Alumni Awards dinner, she received the "Alumna Achievement Award," and she was also recently appointed to the Board of Trustees for the Eastern Michigan University Foundation. In addition to these distinctions, her meteoric rise to such a high level of responsibility earned her the prestigious "Women and Leadership in the Workplace" award in the category of "Shooting Star" from the Michigan Business and Professional Association in 2012. 
POWER OF POSITIVE ROLE MODELS As Munson touts the importance of good role models in others' lives, she is a living testimony to positive role models in her own, beginning with her mother, Vernice Anthony of West Bloomfield. "My mother leads by example," Munson 
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says, adding that her mother is a retired health care executive with over 40 years of experience. "Mom alway s expected my sister, my brother and I to aim high; to think, act and dress for our next position; and above all else to stay true to ourselves." Another spark of inspiration came from an unexpected source-the Wayne County Juvenile Detention Center, which she visited as a 15-year-old student at Cass Technical High School in Detroit. "I'll never forget the sense of commitment that emanated from an officer I spoke with," she says. "She was a petite woman who wore her hair in a bun. And she was passionate about the positive impact that good role models could have and the importance of good personal decision-making. It really inspired me." 
THE SEED OF A BEGINNING When Munson first visited BBBS in Metro Detroit in 2004 as the senior director of the United Way for Southeastern Michigan, she had no intention of working there. She only wanted to see how the organization used United Way funds. W hat she ended up seeing, however, was much more. "I saw a nonprofit dedicated to investing in children's lives," she says. "It was the kind of investment I wanted to be a part of." One year later, she made her first deposit in that investment and became a Big Sister herself. "I met my first Little when she was a fairly quiet 13-year-old middle schooler. She was a bit guarded and shy. But our relationship grew in a beautiful way," says Munson, adding that she is still in touch with the now-20-year-old. From that humble seed blossomed a calling that ultimately inspired Munson to generate matches for other children and mentors. And there's likely more yet to come. "My ultimate goals as CEO are to raise awareness for effective mentoring and recruiting, engage more male mentors, and generate revenue to support those goals," she says. I! 
PICTURED ON OPPOSITE PAGE: Dara Munson seated with little sisters 
Sonna Looper, left, and Latrisha Johnson. Dara won the Alumni 
Association's Alumna Achievement Award in 201 O. The event was the 
49th Annual Alumni Awards dinner. 
Photograph by Michael Andaloro 
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